DEVOPS ENABLEMENT

Break down barriers between Dev, Ops and business teams.

Operate Seamlessly From Dev To Prod And Beyond.

Support Frequent Releases Without Manual Processes:

01 AGILE INFRASTRUCTURE: Dynamically identify new resources and deploy management rules as and when new infrastructure gets spun up.

02 API BASED MANAGEMENT: Programmatically manage your DevOps environment through APIs without logging into OpsRamp.

03 ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS: Visualize the metrics that are critical to your DevOps services with role-based dashboards.
Business Challenge

DevOps is about gaining speed and agility with continuous release cycles across dynamic infrastructure. As DevOps becomes mainstream, enterprises are looking at new ways of developing and delivering applications.

With DevOps, enterprises need continuous visibility into application performance. DevOps teams need to correlate application performance changes with key events in dynamic environments. OpsRamp enables IT teams to monitor critical changes in their build environment and track application performance before and after each release.

Drive Agile Deployments

- **DISCOVERY**: One time or continuous discovery of all your hybrid IT resources.
- **HANDS FREE**: Policy based management enables automation of common tasks like monitoring, alerting, patching, and remediation.
- **ALERTS**: Separate signal from noise by consolidating alert floods from multiple tools.
- **SERVICE DESK**: Automatically create tickets to manage incidents from alerts.
- **KNOWLEDGE BASE**: Document best practices and operational guidelines using articles.
- **CLOUD MANAGEMENT**: Manage availability and performance of your hybrid resources.
- **REMOTE CONSOLES AND RECORDING**: Access any IT asset securely with remote consoles.
- **INTEGRATIONS**: Consolidate operational data across all of your DevOps tools.
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